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OJNI is evolving and we are reorganizing the OJNI Editorial Team. This editorial is designed to give you a very brief overview of what we are planning. I encourage you to follow our progress and participate in our evolution.

It is a privilege to work with the dedicated individuals on this Editorial Team and I am so excited that June Kaminski and Dr. Jack Yensen have each accepted the position of Chief Senior Editor assuming more responsibility as they continue to shape OJNI. June will be in charge of our online presence and Jack will manage the Senior Editors.

We are fortunate that Dr. Kathleen Mastrian has accepted the Senior Managing Editor position. Kathy will manage the peer review process and OJNI’s online content.

Our Peer Reviewers’ and Proofreaders’ functions will not change. They maintain the quality of the journal and are at the heart of our team. The work they do for the journal and NI is beyond measure.
T
	here will be new positions within our team, such as Senior Editors. We are actively recruiting Senior Editors who are expert members and leaders of the NI community as well as upcoming trendsetters to join our distinguished Editorial Team. These are the people who have their fingers on the pulse of NI and are influencing the future of this exciting field.

The Editorial Team will continue to provide virtually accessible and timely information about nursing informatics globally. Please actively participate in this electronic nursing informatics community!